














PRODUCT DESIGN WHICH PRODUCE ATMOSPHERE WITH ITS BEHAVIOR 
- The Emotional Way of Communication between Product and Human-being Using Metaphor of Natural Phenomena - 
 
Ĳĩýę 
Yuya OHBA  




Physical quality of design, such as shape, has been the issue of product design for long time. However, in 
our current society, it is getting important to be aware of immaterial quality more than ever. The aim of this 
project is to establish the way to create the harmonious relationship between digital product and human-being. 
I try to create the digital product converting information into expression which represent the atmosphere. 
Particularly, I explore the way to use natural phenomena as a metaphor to represent the emotion which is 
conveyed within the information. This is the challenge to convert digital information into atmosphere as if it is 
a part of natural phenomena. 
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